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Inspiration at the
Marine Corps
Marathon
By Ray Moore

! Many SMAC members fondly
remember Ilga Moore, a local
runner and SMAC member, who
sadly passed away with pancreatic
cancer on October 26, 2003. What
you might not know is that the
Marine Corps Marathon had very
special meaning for Ilga; it was her
first attempt at that distance in
1986. She turned 50 years old that
year. Since the late 1960s Ilga had
been a hiker and mountain climber,
but she had started running only
three years before that to keep me
company on my morning runs.
! Ilga’s first competitive race was
in 1984, a 5-mile run from the
UMass football stadium into Hadley
Proud finishers Ilga and Ray Moore in 1988
and back. That same year, at the
urging of our son, Mark, I entered
my first marathon. Two years later, after doing well in several 10K
races and other runs, Ilga was convinced that she wanted to join
us in the Marine Corps Marathon.
! The 1986 marathon was a tough one for me. Dehydrated and
suffering from leg cramps, I sought first aid at mile 20, but nothing
helped. So I proceeded on, alternately walking and running to the
finish line. Ilga did surprisingly well in her first attempt at the
distance, finishing in a bit over four hours, and 10th in her age
group. It became clear that if she continued to run, she would be
one of the best runners in her age group. Her record over the next
18 years confirmed it.
! Ilga and I decided to enter the 1988 Marine Corps Marathon for
two reasons: 1) running had become important to us by this time,
and 2) Ilga wanted to celebrate something that was happening in
her small native country, Latvia. Latvia and two other Baltic
countries, Estonia and Lithuania, were struggling to free
themselves from 50 years of oppression and forced membership in
the Soviet Union.
(Continued on Page 12)
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From the Editors
Reflections on “A Good Result”
by Ben Bensen

When Don Grant was found ‘not guilty’ of
assault and battery after a two day trial
Valley runners sighed with relief. Like most
of us and Don for sure, I’d be more than
happy to put this episode in the past and
leave it there.

! When the judge explained this to Don’s
supporters - and there were many in court a huge gasp of shock ran through us all.
Don admitted his ‘guilt’ on the first two
points, readily. In fact, “even if I’d only
been a spectator, I’d have done the same
thing. Those boys were in danger, and they
! But I can’t. Little was resolved, other
were endangering the runners.” Sothe
than the prosecution couldn’t make its case.
question is: did he really hurt the kid? The
It disturbs me that a person (Don) acting
trial boiled down to he-said, she-said;
honorably and publicly in the interests of a
happily, the jury didn’t buy the mother’s
well-behaved group of people - hey guys,
story.
that’s us! - could be subject to severe
penalties just because a person who was
! But - hold on a minute! - what about
unaware of a public activity could have
Don’s ‘reason or excuse?’ Amazingly, other
behaved differently. In fact, for much of last than a 19th. century decision favoring a
year it seemed laughable that Don was at
railroad which forcibly evicted a trespasser
any real risk. But he wisely got a good
in the interests of safety, Mr. Stasz couldn’t
lawyer (Peter Stasz, a founding member of
offer any precedent justifying Don’s actions.
Greater Springfield Harriers and for
There seem to have been situations like
twenty-four years director of their XC races) Don’s, but all were settled before going to
who carefully explained what was at stake
trial (I can imagine a distinguished judge
for Don.
telling some folks: “You’re way out of line!
Go home!”). Ironically, this means that no
! Simply put, two boys interfered with and
protections exist in law for race directors in
then obstructed runners during the May 4th.
the Commonwealth, and I haven’t found
5k XC race. Don asked them to stop, then
any out of state, either.
told them, and then felt compelled to move
one who fell onto the course, across the
! Though he was given several opportunrunners’ path. This was the core of crime he ities to avoid trial by admitting a degree of
was prosecuted for. If the boys (aged 10
guilt and accepting a reduced (but not
and 14) were (as stated) confused or
insignificant) penalty, Don believed he’d
frightened, they didn’t seem upset at the
done nothing wrong, stuck to his principles,
time. One later complained of a sore arm to and so the trial went forward. Ugh. He
his mother, who had been walking with her faced up to two and a half years in jail
dog and another, younger child some
and/or a maximum fine of $2000, not to
distance away. She exchanged words with mention damage to his personal reputation!
Don in some vehemence, then complained
But, and the judge insistently reminded
to the police, and subsequently brought
Don, the trial was restricted solely to the
charges of assault against him. Details of
question of law. Which, in this case, didn’t
the episode varied widely, depending on
provide a lot of comfort for law-abiders.
the teller, but this it, in a nutshell: he picked
! I fault nobody for protecting their
the kid up, and moved him.
children, but to excuse bad behavior and
! In Massachusetts, the crimes of assault
instead blame someone else is wrong. The
and battery are precisely defined. Any
mother in this case could have cooled down
angry, violent or profane “in-your-face”
and withdrawn her complaint, but she
confrontation can constitute assault, while
didn’t. She and Don could have talked it
battery has three components: a) touching over. It’s what reasonable people used to
without reason or excuse, b) touching
do. Shouldn’t kids respect adults?
without permission, and c) touching that
Shouldn’t adults respect adults? A lot of us
causes personal injury. Period. “It’s not
running geezers are astonished at the
about your character, Sir,” said Judge
whole scenario, period. “That wouldn’t
Goggins. “It’s about the law.”
have happened when I was a kid...”
!
(Continued, next page)
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! In addition to these programs, there is a
fun run that leaves The Body Shoppe every
Saturday morning at 7:30 AM open to any
one. The 10-mile runs traverse varied
routes, and there is usually at 5 or 6-mile
cut-off. Sometimes the group goes on
adventures, like running to McCusker’s in
Shelburne Falls for coffee, but they always
have a good time. (The run itself is free, and
showers are available afterwards for $3 per
person for non-members).

! Need some help getting/staying
motivated? Wondering how to start running
or go to the next level? Steve Shattuck and
the staff at The Body Shoppe on High
Street in Greenfield, MA, have been working
to create a running hub. They have been
organizing a host of running programs, from
beginner through advanced, and are
expanding their offerings this year to
! And just in case you decide to join The
include a marathon training program.
Body Shoppe, there is a 20% discount for
All of the running programs include an
any groups of 5 or more. (You guessed it,
online training component (to log progress SMAC is a group that would qualify.) But
and workouts), nutritional information, and whether you decide to just join the fun runs
the guidance of very seasoned runners.
or take up a new running program, be sure
The beginning runner program is designed to stop by The Body Shoppe for race flyers
to take anyone from walking 30 minutes to and information about running in the Valley.
running 30 minutes in just 10 weeks; the
next session begins April 2nd. The
For more information about The Body Shoppe,
intermediate training program is also 10
call 413-774-2138, or see:
http://thebodyshoppe.fitlinxx.com
weeks. The marathon training program is
and click on the link on the left-side frame.
18 weeks, and will begin in time for
You can also contact Steve Shattuck for
participants to run in the Clarence DeMar
information
at justdoit.shattuck@verizon.net
marathon in Keene, NH, at the end of
or at The Body Shoppe.
September. To participate in the marathon
training, you must have been running at
least one year, and prior marathoners are
For more information about
welcome. All running programs are free for
The Clarence DeMar marathon, see:
members; non-members are charged a very http://www.clarencedemar.com/Demar.htm
affordable per-program fee.

! “Whenever one of us jogs down a road or when we line up to
race in a marathon we are not only celebrating life in general and
our individual aliveness but we are also exercising our fantasies
while acknowledging reality.”
- Bernd Heinrich, from Why We Run
!
(formerly titled Racing The Antelope)
Reflections
(Contd. from page 2)
!

! Probably not. But, in 2004, right here, it
did.
! !
! Nevertheless, at least for now, Tuesday
night races in NoHo are safe for runners.
And Don Grant is not a villain. Peter Stasz
is a prince, not least because he refused to
accept any payment from Don. The hours of
preparation and research he did couldn’t
have been satisfying, but in his mind,
defending Don Grant, runners and the sport
of running was the right, and only thing to
do. Thanks, Peter. We all owe you.

The SUN is a publication of
The Sugarloaf Mountain Athletic Club (SMAC)
produced by and for its members.
Editors: Sadie Fischesser and Ben Bensen
Please send your questions or comments to
either of the editors at:

sun@sugarloafmac.org

or call Sadie (413) 527-6396,
or Ben (413) 774-7567
For more information about the club and
membership information
please visit the web site at:

www.sugarloafmac.org

or call Ron Hebert at (413) 584-2917
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Runner’s Profile:

Meet SMAC’s new President
Name: Donna Utakis
Age: 36
Home Town: Amhest
Job:
! Project Director at National
Evaluation Systems in Hadley.
SMAC member since:
! The day I moved to the
Valley (summer 2002).
Local running/SMAC
“claims to fame”:
! Incoming SMAC President;
Co-director of the Annual
Summit Run to benefit Friends
of Mount Holyoke Range; 7th
female to finish 2004 Vermont
100 mile Endurance Run
(thanks to my husband Bill
Cook, my pacer Dave Martula
and my mentor Scott Hunter).
Favorite race distance:
! Anything over marathon
distance.
Favorite training run
distance:
! Somewhere between 12
and 30 miles, but it all
depends the group of people.
My favorite runs are the ones
run with friends, like my
Sunday morning runs with the
Shutesbury Coffee Cake Club.

SMAC’s new leader
strides out (for a “photo
op,” perhaps?)

The Dangers of Running in
a New Race - or With Only 90 yards left, I
thought I had a mile to go!
By Eddie Tompson

(Eddie Tompson is a long-time member of
SMAC who now has permanent residence in
Cheney, Washington.)
! I recently ran a 4 miler on the Idaho Washington state line; there were 278
finishers and the race director assured us
each mile would be WELL marked. Miles
one and two are marked, so I’m running
along waiting for Mile Three to show up. I
didn't know the area, but continued up a
giant hill. Joan Benoit once gave a speech
at Bloomsday that when she goes to a new
place for a race she often doesn’t know the
Page Four

Favorite Place to Run: Trails!!
Favorite Author/Book:
! I don’t have a favorite, but I
enjoy books about people doing
insane things like climbing Mt.
McKinley (Desire and Ice by
David Brill) or running 135 miles
through Death Valley (To The
Edge by Kirk Johnson).
Favorite Movie or TV show:
! Don’t have a favorite movie
or show (don’t watch much TV),
but my least-favorite movie is
Lost In Translation.
Hobbies (besides running, of
course!):
What else is there? I have 2
dogs, but they’re not really a
hobby.
Favorite Spectator Sport:
! UMASS men’s ice hockey.
Greatest Adventure:
! Volunteer vacation in Costa
Rica. I got to stay in a dorm for
almost nothing in return for
patrolling the beach each night
to tag sea turtles as they came
ashore to lay their eggs.
Favorite Vacation Destination:
! I love exploring new cities.
Secret ambition:
! To someday hike the
Appalachian Trail (all 2000 +
miles of it!).

course - so I chatted about that speech
with a man and woman running couple as
we climb the big hill.
! With what turned out to be a half mile to
go, a very loud Grunter Man - louder than I
am - passed me. With 500 yards to go,
then 400 yards to go, about 7 more runners
passed me. I was thinking, "I’ve got to
pace myself. I’ve got over a mile to go!"
One high school fellow was even sprinting,
then slowed to running and a second male
runner went by almost sprinting.
! At that point, I saw out of the corner of
my eye the sign to the Park where we
started. My brain came out of its running
dull-zone and figured out that the finish was
close. Sure enough it was 90 yards ahead.
So I sprinted and passed by 4 of the 8
runners who had just passed me! As I
finished it was
(Continued, next page)
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Sawmill River Run
by Ben Bensen

! It’s getting harder and harder to write
objectively about this great New Year’s Day
race. Stock phrases like “better and
better,” “perfect conditions,” “a record
turnout” seem obligatory, year after year,
because they’re true. It was a great day,
the weather was perfect; bright, clear and
not too windy, and the course was both
clean and dry.

Spring 2005
! Linda Gavin of Turners Falls led all women
in 39:03, followed by Sue Dean of Leeds in
41:28 and Andrea Doubleday of Deerfield
(first under 40) in 42:05. Fifteen year old
Katie Slepecki of Ludlow (53:49) owned the
womens’ under-19 bracket, while Doug
Theroux of Holyoke (38:58) was top 40-49
man. Sidney Letendre of Florence (41:42)
and Bill Dixon of Brattleboro (36:37) led their
respective 50-59 year-old packs. Bob
Massaro of Chicopee (53:04) was first of ten
men in the 60-75 group, and Sue Grant of

Five runners
(out of a record
200) finish the
first 10km of
2005 in
Montague
Center on a
bright and
encouraging
New Year’s Day.

! Times were pretty good, too, with
twenty-one runners finishing under forty
minutes, a great way to start the year.
David Burnham of Shelburne Falls cruised
home in 32:37, followed by Neal Graves of
Ashfield a minute behind him, and
seventeen year old Jesse Regnier of
Hampden In 34:12.

New Race (Contd.)
a strange combination of "HA! HA!" "Great
Kick!" and "Silly Eddie--Where was the mile
three marker!?!" "Who mismarked the
course?" I was wondering if this was really
the course or we had found a short cut? I
thought, "You big dummy; you should
always know the last part of the race."
! I figured that if I knew the last mile of
the course I could have shaved about 15
seconds off my time. But I wouldn’t have
had the “Big Kick Finish” the last 90 yards!
In high school, college, or Massachusetts I
would have impressed people with that
awesome kick, but now I was so far behind
people would be thinking “That Bearded
Guy has so much left! Now only if that
bearded guy had paced himself during the
race!”

Northampton (54:03) was the women’s
60-75 year old winner, to the surprise of no
one in SMAC.
A new record was set with 200 runners
completing the race, which meant that
there were plenty of proceeds to fund the
many good projects sponsored. Prizes and
food were great, but what’s new? The
crowd was happy, and even the spectators
seemed glad to be there (I’ve done this
race when it felt like -40o, and I assure you
that my fans didn’t wait outside and cheer
that year!). All in all, it was a good way to
welcome 2005.
For results,see:
http://bikes-unlimited.com/Sawmill
%20River%20Run%202005.htm

Most Improved
Runner Awards
Don’t forget! Submit your times to be
considered for the most improved runner
awards! Deadline for submission is March
31st! Honors will be announced at an
event in mid-April. Mail your sheet or send
your times to:
improved runner@sugarloafmac.org
Page Five

I’ve Fallen Off My Pace and I Can’t Get Up - Or Why
You Should Consider Running the Hartford Marathon
By Mark Mazzola

It is time to start planning ahead for a
fall marathon! The Hartford Marathon is a
well organized event with plenty of crowd
support and a good course. If you are
looking for a good fall marathon right in our
back yard this may fit your bill.
Location, Location
One good reason to run Hartford is the
proximity to the Valley. You could drive
down on the morning of the marathon, run,
and still be back for a 2:00 PM lunch in
Northampton. On the other hand, you could
describe the race into a family event, like
mine did. We booked a room at the Holiday
Inn Express across from Bushnell Park (the
start and end of all the races). The front
door of the hotel was directly across the
street from the 26 mile sign. The room was
clean, had a fantastic view of Bushnell Park,
and a was not too pricey. If you book early
and get the marathoner’s rate you will pay
under $100 a night. It was huge hit with
the whole family. I liked it because I could
fall out of bed and land at the starting line;
my wife liked it because it made marathon
morning less of a production for her and our
three year old. And my son Ben loved it
because it had an elevator (he’s three).
This was definitely the way to go for us.
And besides, any time you can avoid
pre-race parking hassles it’s a good thing.
Pre-Race Food
The Hartford Marathon website boasts
about the best pre and post race food of
any race in the country. I did not quite
agree - it’s mediocre at best. Two years
ago we did the pre-race pasta dinner held
at the United Technologies employee
cafeteria. The website said the best Italian
restaurants came out for this. It was cheap
($10) and kind of tasted like cafeteria
spaghetti. This year we went out looking
for a good inexpensive restaurant and
found The Red Plate. The food was very
good and the service was slow, but
friendly. It’s just a short walk from Holiday
Inn up Asylum Ave towards the Hartford
Civic Center, and meander. You’ll find it - or
ask somebody. It’s worth it; you’ll love it,
really.
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Post-Race Food
See above. It wasn’t bad, but it was a
potato. (Now, the Hatfield Lion’s Club Five
Miler has good food). But we did have lunch
in Northampton, and it was great. Hartford
is close by, and you see, close is good. So,
if you consider you can get back to eat in
Northampton after the race, post-race food
is a very good reason to run Hartford.
Three Races, One Day
If you want to run a marathon, your
significant other wants to run a 5K and your
neighbor is ready for a half-marathon,
Hartford is the place. All three races start
at once. The marathon and half-marathon
start on Elm Street and share the same
course for about 5 miles. They end up at
Bushnell Park, just like the Marathon. So as
you are running your marathon, your
significant other and your neighbor can run
their races, then hang out together. Maybe
they’ll discover a long hidden mutual
attraction. Next thing you know, while you
are out there dying in those long final miles
your partner and neighbor are making
googly eyes across plates of pasta at The
Red Plate. Before you know it your life is
ruined. But don’t worry, that probably
won’t happen.
So, multiple race choices: another good
reason to run Hartford. Just leave the
neighbor home to be safe.
The Course
This is the real reason to run Hartford. If
you want a pancake flat donut of a course,
or a gentle downhill point-to-point, keep on
looking. Hartford’s route begins and ends
in beautiful Bushnell Park and is basically
two loops. The first one cruises through
downtown Hartford, crosses the river into
East Hartford, then heads north to South
Windsor. The runners return to Bushnell
Park at the 20 mile mark then head out
again on another twisty loop through the
neighborhoods of West Hartford, where
there are the only significant hills on the
course. The only complaint about the course
that I heard (and I agree with) is that there
is a bit too much meandering. The split into
two loops (Continued, next page)
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really brings home the reality that a
marathon can be a 10K race with 20-mile
warm-up.
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I like this turnaround, bcause you get to
observe other people while they run their
own races. One observation: people trying
to run a 3 hour marathon are not chatty.
I was still cranking and felt good
approaching mile 10. There were beautiful
tree lined roads and I thought, “This is so
cool! I’m running a three hour marathon.”
At 13.1 Miles, my time was 1:29:25. Legs
were a little sore, but okay. There was a
pack of about 10 runners in front of me.
They had been in front of me for 3 miles or
so; I was slowly closing on them. I decided
to close the distance between me and this
pack. Captain Brain to legs: “We need more
power, Mr. Legs.” Legs to Brain: “But
Captain, we are starting to run low on
glycogen.”
In a short while I was in the pack. Mile
14 I was going strong. Mile 15, the race is
back in the busy down town of East
Hartford. The pack I joined had dissolved. I
was running with one other runner who
was also trying to break three hours.

Our intrepid correspondent proudly displays the
hard-earned perks of active journalism

Results
Last year I qualified for Boston by
running Hartford in 3:09:36. I set out this
year with the goal of sub 3:00:00
marathon. It was a long shot, but I had to
try. I felt good. I talked with two other
runners with the same three hour goal and
thought maybe we would run together.

Mile 16 - uh oh - I was running through
East Hartford, there were bike paths ahead.
I was inexplicably slowing down. Mile 17, I
was still slowing down. But I was trying to
run faster, not slower - this was not good.
Mr. Legs to Captain Brain: “Brain we are out
of Glycogen. We cannot hold warp power
any longer! (You know where this is going,
don’t you?)”

Approaching mile 20, I was in trouble. My
legs were disappearing under me. This was
a bad thing. I rolled through mile 20 in
under 2:20, but I was struggling. 7:30 miles
I ran with one of the women for the first were no longer possible. The next three
two miles. Mile one is right over the bridge
miles I was a fading shadow of the runner
to East Hartford. Mile 2 it was goodbye to
that I had been and I was losing my desire
the woman who would finish first in the 30
to push on (I knew I would finish, but I am
to 34 division at 2:56. The miles rolled by.
seem to be leaving the race). The course
Early on I realized that I was running a lot
meandered through West Hartford, and
of 6:45 mile splits. This was not good idea, runners were passing me by. Then there
but I still felt really good. I could see both of was a switch back on one of the meanders
the women I talked with about running a 3 and I found myself mentally re-entering the
hour marathon cranking ahead.
race. Three miles before the end I passed
another runner, and set my sights on one
!
As the course headed up to South
runner who had passed me earlier in the
Windsor it became more scenic. There were run. I hobbled my way past this guy after
families cheering us on. At about 9.5 miles
the last turn back towards Bushnell Park.
the course does a 180-degree turn around. The last two miles of the course include a
You see everyone in front of you as you
slow uphill followed by a slow downhill that
approach this turn and then you see every- takes you into Hartford. At mile 26 I looked
one behind you after you go through it.
up at the
(Continued, page 8)
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Norfolk Pub 10 Miler
By Jeanne LaPierre

! I live in northwestern Connecticut, 2
miles from Massachusetts, and not far from
the Litchfield Hills. This proximal area
allows me the benefit of racing in both the
Pioneer Valley as well as in the scenic hills
of Connecticut. The Norfolk 10 Miler is held
on the last weekend before Christmas.
! Norfolk, CT sits near Colebrook, up
around the Barkhamsted Reservoir. With a
race day entry fee of $10, the event was
no frills, no t-shirt, and sure ‘nuff no walk in
the park, either. The race starts and
finishes at the Norfolk Town Hall. Greystone
Electronics is the timer and also an official
USATF running club.
Research indicates this 10 miler may be
the toughest in Connecticut if not New
England. It rivals the Jones Town & Country
10 Miler with hills aplenty. For those
seeking a hard training run or a test of
ones true grit, give it a go. Depending on
weather conditions, I’ve been told the
roads can be slick, especially along the
gravelly stretches where ruts and black ice
can wreak havoc.
Having never run this event, I surveyed
other runners to glean course information.
“Big hill at mile 2 and another at mile 7.”
“Lots of hills.” “Hilly.” I got the message.
According to topo statistics, the total
elevation gain is 1334’ with a hill in every
gosh-darned mile.
! Approximately 80 racers toed the start
including Joe LeMay, the ultimate overall
male finisher and Claudia Comargo, first
overall female from Argentina (now training
in Danbury, CT) who smashed the course
record to claim $100. Scenic is code for
challenging terrain. Still, the dusting of
snow painted the landscape in the
subdued hues of winter. An occasional
shard of warming sun stabbed through the
harsh grey of winter. Icy dirt roads, though
sanded, required careful footing. A fellow
runner hailed me over to one side of the
road during a particularly treacherous
stretch explaining, “a runner fell last year
and dislocated his shoulder”. The three
unmanned water stops helped, but few
slowed to grab the cups of iced water.
Page Eight
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! At mile 6, a course supporter called out,
“You’re the second female.” I usually cringe
at hearing my placement but in this case it
spurred me on until, yes: the dreaded mile
seven hill. My Gumby-like legs wobbled but I
maintained effort and took time to notice
the shocks of brown-yellow grass in the
adjacent fields. Wrapping my brain around
the pretty landscape was brief respite from
the continued ascent.
! Paul, my hubbie and one man road crew
called out from the car that the 3rd female
was but a mere 100 yards behind. Still, the
shout out from the brain to the legs did little
to make them cooperate. The final 2 miles
were drenched in sunlight. I put my head
down and maintained effort as best I was
able to cross the finish line and claim my
candy cane.
! The awards ceremony was held in the
cozy Norfolk Pub. To our pleasant surprise,
the pub featured an extensive selection of
beer. Paul ordered me a bottle of ale from
Finland with an unpronounceable name. Not
until I was half way through the bottle did
he mention its 7% alcohol content. So
that’s why it tasted so good. I was a happy
gal. The overall male and female finishers
received cash awards.
! The rest of us claimed holiday themed
Pez dispensers and headbands.!
! From my view, this race was tough but if
you’re looking for a challenging course,
friendly runners, a well-organized race in
the northwest hills of Connecticut, give this
a try. It’s a good pre-training run for Boston
or any spring marathon. And, you’ll be able
to justify all that holiday cheer.
For more information and races in
northwestern CT, go to
http://www.greystoneracing.net
Hartford Marathon (Contd.)
downtown Holiday Inn Express, and I did
not see my family. The marathon ends with
a great pass through the gates at Bushnell
Park.. There are some bleachers at the end
for spectators, and somewhere here my
wife and son see me. I heard my name and
home town called out, and crossed the
finish line. I got my medal,and my chip was
quickly removed. The last seven miles were
pretty ugly, but I some how ran a PR at
3:09:01!
(Continued, next page)
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Taking Care of Shin Splints
by Ron Hebert

"Shin splints," which simply mean pain in
the front of the lower leg, are a common
problem of beginning runners or experience
runners who upped their mileage and are
experiencing over use. Stretching and
strengthening exercises will help, but what
to do.
Prevention starts with a good pair of
running shoes. Many runners try to run too
many miles on those favorite old shoes.
They may look good on the outside but the
EVA in the mid soles breaks down and
many experts recommend replacing shoes
after 300-500 miles.
There are many theories about the
actual cause of shin splints and the
following are my thoughts on the cause. In
the 37 years I have been associated with
running and coaching, I have found that
most people that have shin splint pain have
low or extra high arches. Therefore, the
exercises and taping that I use are for this
individual.
Do you stretch? If not then I would
recommend you start and they should
include the following exercises for strength
and flexibility .We do eleven , but here I will
only discuss the ones planned to prevent
shin splints. Also my teams do a short half
mile jog before stretching because cold
muscles should be warmed up first. Oh and
we don’t stretch after our workouts because
I think it is looking for trouble stretching
tired muscles.
1. Walking tall on toes - 20 yards, rest
30 seconds, and repeat.
2. Toe raises - simply rise on toes 20
times. At first use a flat surface and then
advance to doing them on a curb or stairs.
Hartford Marathon (Contd.)
Conclusion
! Hartford is a well organized marathon,
with a good course, good location, and it is
nice for spectators. Western Mass runners
searching for a fall marathon should give it
a look.
For more information see
http://www.hartfordmarathon.com"

3. Calf stretch using wall or fence. Face
wall and put hands on wall. Legs spaced
about shoulder width apart with the toe
of one foot even with the heel of the front
leg and stretch the calf of the back foot
while keeping it on the ground.
4. Toe curls - usually done with partner,
but feet hooked under a chair would do.
Partner holds your shoe’s toe while you pull
your toes as close to your shin as possible,
then curl them back down. Partner gives a
little resistance but lets you go through the
range of motion.
5. Duck walks - raise toes in the air and
walk on your heels 20 yards. Rest for 30
seconds and repeat.
So, you have shin splint pain but want to
continue running. Most people would wrap
the lower leg from ankle to the knee. In my
experience this does very little if anything to
help improve the injury.
My solution is to support the arch with a
simple taping on the bottom of the foot
using seven strips of tape. Do not go
around the top of the foot because you are
then putting pressure on the insertion
points of those weak arches and the
tendons that run up the shin.
1. Is across the ball of foot (be sure
your foot is dry before taping. If you have
sweaty feet, athletic firm grip might help).
2 - Is across the heel.
3,4,5 - Go the length of foot, overlapping
each other slightly.
6 - Is over the tape at the ball of foot.
7 - Is over the heel.
With these ideas I hope you will have
pain free running this Spring and Summer.
A 1963 graduate and 1964 MA from
Springfield college, Ron coached
cross-country and track at Northampton
High School
(for eighteen years), Williston Academy
(for seven years), and is now in his in
third year at Turners Falls High.
You may e-mail him at:
Ronhebe@aol.com,
or call: 1- 413-584-2917
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Marathon Diaries: My Views from the Rear
By Susan Russo
! On at least one occasion that I’m willing
to admit to, I have had the opportunity to
experience a view from the back of a
marathon. As much as I hate having had
this perspective, I think it is both an underappreciated and a much-maligned one. But
let me back up and explain how I let myself
get there.
! This past September, my husband,
sister, and I went out to Boulder, CO, to run
in the Boulder Backroads Marathon.
Boulder Backroads is at the Boulder
Reservoir and I had been there the year
before for the Mother’s Day Title 9K race. It
is a great location. The views of the
Reservoir and the mountains were
spectacular, and for that event, there was
plenty of parking and bathhouses all in a
concentrated area. Bad assumption that it
would be the same for the marathon.

start but standing six deep in line and
hearing the 5 minute warning I figured that
would change today. Oh, and guess what,
no chip timing for this race. Just as my turn
came up, the gun went off. After a record
fast pit-stop, I tore out for the start line.
What a lonely feeling it was when I got
there, absolutely no one in sight, not even a
walker.
! I’m a slow runner and I have finally
accepted the fact that I will probably always
be a middle to back of the pack runner, but
rear-end... I normally don’t have much pride,
but I really needed to pass at least one
walker—well maybe five walkers.

! After a mile or so, I passed my five
walkers and a few runners too, so I was
finally able to back off from my blistering
pace. The altitude at 5,000 feet wasn’t
anything I was used to so I needed to slow
! Timing is everything and I usually try to
down anyway. One thing about being at the
arrive at races early just so I can get a
back and knowing your position isn’t going
good parking spot and make at least 2 trips to change much is that you can relax and
through the toilet lines. Toilet lines at races enjoy the course more. The Boulder
are a pet peeve of mine, and will probably
Backroads course is actually quite nice. Most
be a recurring theme in my Marathon Diaries of it is on dirt roads through rural rolling
(my sister claims I have retentive issues
countryside. The promotional poster does
that go way back). But let’s face it: I’m not
actually do the course justice.
the only one that worries about this sort of
thing. Just try to cut in line and see what
! The nice thing about being a middle of
happens.
the pack runner is that you have other
runners to talk to. The bad thing about
! Anyway, we got to the Reservoir at
being a lead runner is that it is lonely.
about 5:30 AM for the 6:00 AM start. The
Obviously I’m sort of speculating here but
parking lot was empty which should have
do you really think the leaders have the
been our first red flag. No starting line or
time to ask anyone where the best bar in
toilet lines should have been our second
town is? I guess you could say the rear is a
and third red flags. Obviously I didn’t do my lonely place too, nobody to talk to, but I
pre-race research well because I had
know I saw a bird that no one else saw,
parked in the “overflow” lot for a small race. and I’m pretty sure no one saw the deer
The toilet lines were a half mile away, and
either. I also had plenty of time to read all
the start line was another half mile beyond the campaign signs along the roads. I bet
that.
the winner doesn’t know that Peter Coors of
Coors Beer was running for an office.
! Have I already mentioned my pet peeve
about toilet lines? Guess what, only five
! One thing I’ll always remember having
toilets in sight! Talk about pre-race panic
the time to see were the sunflowers along
and anxiety. Only five toilets for a race?
the roads. I have to admit that they did add
Either this was a very small race (didn’t
some extra time to my overall pace though.
need the over-flow lots) or someone really
If you are going to stop and pick flowers
screwed up.
(good excuse if you need to stop and catch
your breath), go for the flowers with thinner
! I have never been late for a marathon
stems.
(Continued, next page)
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DH Jones Race: The Sun Shines in Amherst
by Sadie Fichesser

! It was a sunny and brisk day February
27th for the 31st annual D.H. Jones Town &
Country 10 Mile Race in Amherst, MA. The
course offered the 361 runners mostly solid
footing, even on the sometimestreacherous dirt section. Runners came
face-to-face with strong winds at several
points along the course, but also with lots
of sunshine and friendly horse spectators.
! The winning narrative is again one of
“family dominance” as Paul Low and Kelli
Lusk repeated last year’s victories, taking
home the prizes as the first male and
female finishers.
! Lusk’s lead was never really challenged
by another runner - only herself. She stuck
it out through a twinging hamstring to finish
well ahead of the other women at 1:02:09,
25th overall.
Marathon Diaries (Contd.)
Thick stemmed sunflowers take forever to
break off.
! So, while the views at the front may be
the best (and again, I’m speculating here),
the views from the rear are pretty
awesome as well.
For more information about the
Boulder Backroads Marathon, see
http://www.boulderbackroads.com/
For more information about the Mother’s Day
Title 9K, see
http://boulderroadrunners.org

!
Low led a slow pack (all things being
relative) which spread out as the race wore
on. In the end, he finished first in 53:30.
But they were not the only couple to
have matching awards at the end of the
day. The second female finisher was Christy
Carrara, who finished at 1:04:56. Her
husband, Ryan Carrara, was the second
male finisher behind Low with a time of
53:56.
! The top female finisher in the 60+
age-group was Sue Grant of Northampton.
She was the first recipient of the Ilga Moore
award.
For full results from the race, please see
http://www.coolrunning.com/results/
05/ma/Feb27_JonesT_set1.shtm

The Low-Down on Fun Runs
The fun run schedule for spring is online
now at

www.sugarloafmac.org

Once the Northampton XC races begin, fun
runs will go on a hiatus, but start up again
in the fall (when the XC races end). Fall
fun runs will be coordinated by Don Grant.
If you are interested in hosting a fall fun
run, you can contact Don at 413-584-7725
or donandsuegrant@yahoo.com
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Inspiration at the Marine Corps Marathon
(Continued from Page 1)
Ilga had always believed that would
happen some day. She wanted to tell the
world, or at least to the spectators along
the Marine Corps Marathon route, that
Latvia must be free.
! Ilga and her family had fled World War II
fighting between the German and Russian
armies in September 1944, and after
spending five years in a displaced persons
camp in the American zone of West
Germany, they entered the U.S. as refugees
in November 1949. By 1988, the Soviet
Union was on the verge of collapse. One of
Ilga’s cousins, an activist in Latvia’s
independence movement, told her in a
letter “things are changing here,” and
suggested that we visit Latvia again. (We
had briefly visited Latvia one other time, in
June of 1969, on the return home from a
trip to Japan with our sons Mark and
Kenneth.)
! But even while the Soviet empire was
collapsing in 1988, Gorbechev was resisting
efforts by Latvia and the other Baltic
countries to be free. This inspired the
slogan we wrote in large letters on our
singlets: “Freedom for Latvia!”

“Despite”
perfect
weather,
Sue Grant
“stormed” to a
great finish at
the D.H. Jones
Ten Miler on
February 27.
Later, but no
less happily,
she learned
that she’d also
won the
innaugural Ilga
Moore Award
for women
60 and older.

! The marathon course took us around the
Pentagon parking lot, back up the Potomac
to the Francis Scott Key Bridge into
Georgetown, down to Constitution Avenue,
behind the White House, around the Mall
and back into Virginia. All along the route
spectators noticed the sign on our singlets
told me he was planning to run the Marine
and shouted “Go, Latvia!” or “OK, Latvia!”
Corps Marathon this year (on October 31st)
! We had trained hard, and the run went
in memory of his mother. Though a runner in
well for both of us. But by the time we
high school and college, he had run only a
crossed the Potomac River again, over the
few marathons and this would be his first
14th Street Bridge into Virginia near mile
one in 15 years. Mark wanted something
21, we were struggling. As we approached that would connect him with his mother,
the end, where the course goes up the hill
who had herself run that marathon with me
to the Iwo Jima Memorial, we slowed to a
three times in 1986, 1988 and 1991. He
walk and prepared for a last effort. From
decided he wanted to run the marathon in a
the crowd on the side, one man, who had
SMAC singlet in her memory.
apparently noticed our “Freedom for
Latvia!” slogan, shouted to us: “O.K.,
This year, in honor of Ilga’s memory and her
Latvia, pick it up!” That was the recognition
contributions to SMAC and the entire Pioneer
and urging we needed to push up that hill
Valley running community, the Ilga Moore Award
and cross the finish line. We never forgot
was given at the Jones Town & Country 10 Mile
that anonymous spectator.
Race. It will be awarded every year to recognize
the first female finisher in the 60+ age category.
These memories were stirred last
The inaugural recipient was Sue Grant.
summer when our son Mark, who had
For more information about the Marine Corps
finished graduate school at John Hopkins
Marathon, see http://www.marinemarathon.com/
University and settled in Washington, DC,
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Greenfield Winter Carnival
By Steve Shattuck

!
The Greenfield Winter Carnival Four
Mile Road Race went off with out a hitch,
(pretty much), on a beautiful winter’s day.
Only about 40 runners braved the cold, but
I'll admit that was partially my doing as
co-race director, along with Cathy Buntin. I
had a large group of superb volunteers on
hand to help the race go smoothly, but I
shot myself in the foot as about twenty of
them were runners. So it goes.....
! Anyway, back to the race, I was once
again treated to a view of the action from
the front seat of one of Greenfield’s Police
Cruisers. As I looked through the rear
window to start focusing on the race,
(Cathy was about to fire the starters gun) I
got a little nervous - we were not really in
front of the runners. Well, never fear, the
officer managed to get there without hitting
anyone so I figured, OK, that was the
trickiest part; now were all set. I hoped
anyway.
! But as it turned out, the officer was able
to keep me entertained the whole time. As
we started down Hope St., we found Leigh
Schmitt slowly but surely pulling away from
the pack. A few times, as we were heading
down Hope St. and the officer pointed out
some of the "more active" parts of town, I
found myself saying things to kind of bring
him back to the job at hand (that being to
stay in front of the runners). A couple of
times I swore that Leigh was going to run
over the top of the cruiser before we put
the pedal to the metal. It wasn't until we
got to the Peabody Lane Cul-de-sac that I
lost my focus, but two seconds later, Leigh
was passing the cruiser (ON THE RIGHT
SIDE NO LESS!)! I mentioned to the officer
that, uh, perhaps we should carefully pass
him and move to the front again and we did
just that.

April Fool’s Food Idea
Slice any healthy bread or cake;
lay slices on plates and
(make an exception for these calories!)
top with whipped cream;
drop a canned peach or nectarine half
into the center.
Serve (ideally as a surprise) as

“Poached Eggs”

Spring 2005
! All right, there were no more mishaps on
the race, (at least that I know of) and Leigh
finished about 2 hours in front of the rest of
the pack. Well maybe not that long but I
gotta tell ya, for a 4 mile race, the guy was
leaps and bounds ahead of the rest. Now I
ask you, "how does he do it?". I struggle in
my training all the time when it comes to
the balance between marathon pace and
trying to get faster on short races and I
usually fall somewhere in the middle.
Here's a guy who runs incredible 100 mile
races at ridiculous paces, but then he goes
out and blows away the field on a 4 mile
race. That's quite an engine he has.
!
Anyway, as we made our way to the
awards, everyone seemed to be having a
good time and all in all, it was a great
addition to the Greenfield Winter Carnival.
Put on your calendars for next year and
we'll see if we can get 100 runners on
board.
RESULTS
1!
2!
3!
4!
5!
6!
7
8!
9!
10!
11!
12!
13!
14!
15!
16!
17!
18
19!
20!
21!
22!
23!
24!
25!
26!
27!
28!
29!
30!
31!
32!
33!
34!
35!
36!
37!
38!
39!
!
40

Leigh!Schmitt
Richard!Larsen!
Jason!Collins!
Michael!Hoberman!
Graham!Warder!
Dan!Laroche!
Michael!Townsley!
Paul!Hake!
Madeline!Nage!
Aaron!Stone!
Nick!Matte!
Dan!Gannon!
James!Farrick!
James!Flynn!
Walter!Boyd!
Paul!Voilland!
Craig!Wood!
Dave!Martula!
Jack!Rick!
Ben!Damery!
Cal!Cameron!
Greg!Oles!
Gary!Lively!
Unknown!!
Jeff!Holmes!
Sandra!Superchi!
Jack!Larareo!
Susan!Keleher!
Julie!Flahive!
Nick!Lyosiuk!
Michael!Ruggeri!
Peggy!Warwick!
Sue!Slocum!
John!Passiglia!
Lauren!Nolem!
Amy!Nims!
Brian!Farrell!
Kay!Bruffee!
Langston SorensonHoberman!
David!Wozniak!

M 32!
M!53!
M!30!
M!40!
M!44!
M!37
M!36!
M!22!
F !37!
M!21!
M!15!
M!48!
M!41!
M!48!
M!54!
M!49!
M!48!
M!59!
M!51!
M!15!
M!60!
M!49!
M!41!
M!38!
M!50!
F!48!
M!54!
F!36!
F!30!
M!61!
M!53!
F!53!
F!52!
M!34!
F!49!
F!36!
M!57!
F!40!

22:10
23:55
24:12
24:51
25:04
25:30
25:36
26:02
26:54
27:20
27:42
27:57
28:03
29:25
29:42
29:54
30:19
30:29
30:42
30:43
31:10
31:12
31:15
32:11
32:16
32:46
33:13
33:35
33:38
34:20
34:21
36:19
36:38
37:07
37:11
39:54
41:09
41:42

M!9!
M!48!

42:59
43:02
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Two Tales of Treadmills
By Ben Bensen

! Come winter, many of us exercise inside;
time, schedules and plain, old darkness
conspire against our need to get out and
run. These same factors frequently weigh
against scheduling runs with friends, or
working out at a fitness center. We need to
run, but we need to be home. So, we need
a machine (or two, or more, but that topic
would require a whole different article...).
“Click and Clack,” the Car Talk guys
recommend that any piece of exercise
equipment should be the size of a man’ suit
jacket, since that’s where he’ll be hanging it
when he quits working out. Maybe. But the
boys overlooked something here. Machine
ownership involves more than use; it
requires tinkering, or (more formally)
maintenance. Here’s a couple of episodes
from the world of ownership.

which must keep track of LOTS of parts and
manuals. Shunted from Sales to Parts to
Customer Service and back again, I
memorized the call menu’s recorded offering
of $10 off on a service kit (the price? NOT
mentioned). Didn’t I already have one?
! Operator 80 from Nordic Track’s own
Customer Service center finally answered
and I learned that my instructions were
safely (and secretly) rolled up inside the
belt itself. She conceded that a small note
somewhere in the package might minimize
customer apprehension, and that I wasn’t
the first to suggest as much. But, she gave
me confidence to sally forth. Bravely, I did.

! By step two of this process, I was
scribbling notes about details the directions
should have explained onto the margins.
! You can get equipment at any price, but By step five I was livid (and I’m already
you need a place to set one up, and you’d
bald, so pulling hair was no option), and at
do well to have some considerable friends if step eleven, I realized that a previous
you expect to move or install it yourself. My owner had worked on the machine - very
machine (a Nordic Track) is pretty good, and inexpertly! Instructed to remove the main
still hasn’t cost its list price. Maneuvering
roller (and so, my mis-lubricated belt) by
ours into the basement was an “ignorance
taking off a hex bolt, nut, star washer and
is bliss” operation (and yet another story),
flat washer while counting the exact
but it’s there, and won’t move soon.
number of turns required, I freaked. There,
Neither will the dust-covered exercise bike, instead, was a bent bolt, period. I needed
for that matter. So, to counteract the dust, a metric allen wrench to persuade the dang
I decided - with good intentions and a few
thing off. Count my turns? Please!
shots of WD-40 - to lube my treadmill. Bad
idea; it immediately bucked, jerked and
! At this point, however, I‘d worked up a
totally refused to work. Several calls
second wind of self-confidence. I knew
convinced me that local, cost-effective
BETTER than the instructions (right!). The
service was improbable, ditto warrantee
afore-mentioned bolt had to be threaded
service - this baby had been a screaming
through the roller, for alignment (or
deal off of e\Bay. A few more e-mails
whatever), so I knew that I had to replace
assured me that I’d ruined my belt, but
it exactly. I went to the local store, arrived
hopefully not the rollers. Happily, I could
exactly at closing time, and so headed on to
replace it myself, and for not much less than ‘the big box.’ I obtained a perfect
$100. I swallowed hard, grit my teeth and
replacement bolt with matching nut and
paid, waited out the coldest weeks of this
washers, checked them twice, and headed
winter with very few miles run, and looked
home, full of confidence.
forward to our next UPS delivery.
! But wait, folks; there’s more! Yet
! My parts arrived. I steeled myself for the another hour of diddling established that
task, opened the box, and... couldn’t find
my unknown predecessor’s incompetence
the promised disassembly instructions!
exceeded even my own. My new, shiny,
Help! Having caused this crisis, I chose to
straight, metric bolt simply wouldn’t mesh
seek assistance before starting, only to
into the threads of its intended hole. In a
spend most of an hour on hold, waiting to
burst of “why-not?” frustration, I stuck a
talk with a person from “the nation’s leading plain, old 1/4-20 nut into the hole and... it
fitness company (unnamed).” Many brands fit. Perfectly. Go figure!
seem to use just one service organization,
(Continued, next page)
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! So, all I needed now were the matching
1/4-20 nut and washers. But by that point,
of course, even the Home Depot was closed
for the night.
! There’s a fairly happy ending to my
story, though. I eventually reassembled
the poor machine,* and it works. OK. I’m
still adjusting the belt (carefully, according
to the instructions), and I’ve lubricated it
with their official product. It still jerks a
little, but so do I. Bottom line (with full
spousal approval): it’s back in service.
! All of which helps to explain why many
SMAC members join fitness centers for their
winter workouts, I guess.

The offending belt guides (each is about 1”
long). At least twenty remain on the platform.

P.S. I finally heard from Chris in Customer
Service, and here’s the help he offered:
! “Thanks for writing. Those spacers look
like belt guides. They attach to the underside of the walking platform and the belt runs
in the groove on them. Let us know if you
need anything else.”

! [*With the exception of two small,
matching shims - not even mentioned in the
directions - which fell out along early in the
process. I know that they’re spacers, I’ve
e-mailed the company, again, but I just can’t ! Now, just how do I show my appreciation
figure out where they belong, not by
for that tip? Hmm... What about: “Dear
myself. No doubt they’re essential.]
Chris...”?
! So, when is a deal not a deal? A few years
ago, Dave Belcher bought his floor model
Image 10.6Q “as is” from an eastern Mass
branch of City Sports which was closing. His
story follows:
! Mine’s a big, solid machine which earned
top honors from Consumer Reports.
Granted, I had to remove two cumbersome
bench seats from my minivan, drive an hour
and forty minutes each way to take delivery
and bring it home, call on my kindly
construction worker neighbor... and his
burly co-worker... and to get it into the
house they had to use their shop’s heavyduty, motorized, load-lifting two-wheeler.
But, at slightly more than half price, it was
worth it!

Or so it appeared. It worked well until
its control panel burned out. Too many
prospective buyers and their poorly
supervised children had pushed pushed too
often on the speed control buttons before I
assumed ownership.
! It took a long time before I summoned
up the mental and financial resources
needed to contact the “(aforementioned)
nation’s leading fitness company (yet
unnamed)” and order a new $560 control
panel. Until I did, the idle machine’s sole
purpose was to remind me of what a poor
bargain hunter I am. But now, for the
moment and at only slightly less than
original list, it works! This time of year,
that’s a happy ending, if not exactly a
bargain.
If you have an equipment or treadmill story
--horror or happy-we would love to share it!
E-mail it to us at:
sun@sugarloafmac.org
And if we get good advice about where to get
“professional” repairs,
we’ll pass it along.

One of the young competitors at SMAC’s first Indoor
Track Meet clears the bar. (PHOTO credit:
J. Gottsche ©2005 - Lifelists@Hotmail.com)
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Upcoming SMAC board meetings:
Thursday, March 17
Wednesday, April 20
Thursday, May 19
Come meet with the Board (and eat pizza!) All meetings begin promptly at
7:00 PM and are held at The Bement School in Deerfield.
E-mail sun@sugarloafmac.org or call Sadie at 413-527-6396 if you have any
questions about the location or the meetings.

Upcoming SMAC races:
Don’t miss these fabulous upcoming events!
Ron Hebert Road Race, Sunday April 3rd
Cave Hill Classic, Saturday, April 16
Seven Sisters Trail Race, Sunday, May 1st
For information on these and other running events, see
http://www.sugarloafmac.org

SMAC
c/o Dave Martula
P.O. Box 379
Hadley, MA 01035

Runners
head uphill
just past
the twomile mark
of
the 31st.
D. H. Jones
Ten Miler
on
February
27.

